
A Practical Guide to Marketing Best Practices That Ensure 

Your Messages Are Heard by Your Target Audience

• Insert your personalized letter inside the book

• Make a statement that will be heard and remembered 

inside your company

The '42 Rules of Marketing (2nd Edition)' 

is a compilation of ideas, theories, and 

practical approaches to marketing 

challenges the author has been 

collecting over the past 17 years. The 

idea was to create a series of helpful 

reminders; things that marketers know 

we should do, but don’t always have the 

time or patience to do.

The concept of the 42 rules is that 

almost anything in life can be 

summarized into 42 distinct ideas that 

capture the essence of the topic. 

Laura Lowell

http://42rules.com/book/42-rules-of-marketing/

Want More Info? Contact the Author or Your Super Star Press Sales Representative

More about the Book:

Why read this book?

The reader will be reminded of what they 

know they should be doing, but don’t do. 

They will find useful ideas and insights that 

help them improve the quality of their 

marketing efforts.

Who is the intended audience?

Established marketing professionals who 

can appreciate the war stories and who 

have some of their own.

Prices for customized (starburst and/or logo on jacket, letter 

inside) books:

 10-99* - $ 16.96/book 

 100-249* - $ 15.96/book 

 250-499** - $ 14.96/book 

 500-749** - $ 13.97/book 

 750-999 - $ 12.97/book

 1,000-4,499 - $ 11.98/book

 5,000-9,999 - $ 9.99/book

 10,000-24,999 - $ 7.99/book

 25,000-99,999 - $ 6.99/book

 100,000-999,999 - $ 4.99/book

 1,000,000+ - $ 1.99/book

eBooks:

 1-10* - $ 11.95/book 

 10-999* - $ 7.50/book 

 1,000+ ** - $ 3.50/book (in lots of 1000)

* Plus $500 customization charge 

** Plus $250 customization charge 

Note: Will add shipping (and tax in CA)

Get your own customized edition of 

42 Rules of Marketing (2
nd

Edition)!


